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Abstract

Product quality has been highlighted as an important determinant of trade in recent empir-

ical and theoretical contributions. However, a major limitation for a thorough understanding

of these patterns is the lack of direct measures of product quality. In this paper, I construct

a new dataset for the Chilean wine industry that is unique in its ability to offer firm-product

level measures of quality. Quality measures at this level ofdisaggregation are typically not

available; I use this information to provide novel evidenceon how firms vary the quality of

their export bundle across markets. The patterns I derive inthe data suggest an important role

for income distribution in explaining within-firm quality flows. Accordingly, I develop a styl-

ized quality model featuring non-homothetic quality demand and heterogeneous consumers’

income. The model predicts that in countries with higher income dispersion, firms tend to skew

their exports towards products of higher quality. This effect tends to be weaker in countries

with higher average income. I use the Chilean wine data to illustrate the main mechanism.

In line with the model’s main prediction, I find that firms tendto export proportionally more

high-quality products to countries with higher levels of income dispersion. I find this effect to

be quantitatively more important in low- and middle-incomecountries.
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1 Introduction

Over the last decade, a growing body of empirical and theoretical research has examined the role

of product quality in explaining trade patterns. Product quality has been highlighted as a likely

factor explaining why exporting firms tend to ship relatively more expensive goods, and charge

higher prices for them, in rich countries(Hallak, 2006; Baldwin and Harrigan, 2011; Manova

and Zhang, 2012). A major limitation for a thorough understanding of these patterns is the lack

of direct measures of product quality. Product quality is ultimately unobservable, and the typical

proxies used in the literature – e.g., unit values defined over generic product categories – are subject

to important biases. First, differences in unit values reflect not only differences in quality, but

also in markups. Second, existing studies typically observe product categories rather than clearly

identified varieties. For example, products as diverse as wine are often summarized in a single

category. This leads to a composition effect of the exportedproduct bundle: Selling relatively more

high-price products – either because the markup is higher orthe product has different attributes,

such as size or capacity – to a given destination would be (mistakenly) interpreted as an increase

in product quality.

This paper advances in our understanding of firm-level quality trade patterns, both empirically

and theoretically. On the empirical side, I construct a unique dataset for the Chilean wine industry

that contains detailed information on the attributes of allexported wine varieties. A particularly

attractive feature of this dataset is that the information is not restricted to pre-defined product cat-

egories as in the previous literature, but instead is presented in terms of well-defined varieties.1

This property of the data allows me to derive quality measures that does not suffer from aggre-

gation issues, and to provide new insights on how firms adjustthe quality composition of their

exported bundle according to the characteristics of each market.2 I show that product aggregation

is particularly pervasive when analyzing firm-level exportflows, both in terms of destinations and

prices. Varieties are typically available in only a subset of the universe of destinations served by

firms within the corresponding product category, and unit values computed over product categories

accounts for a small fraction of overall variety-level price dispersion. These findings suggest that

firms tend to vary in a systematic way the composition of theirexport bundle shipped across des-

1The dataset provides information, for each export shipment, of the exporting winery, the brand name printed in
the label, the wine grape (e.g.,Cabernet Sauvignonor Merlot), the vintage of the wine (if any), among other attributes.
The level of disaggregation of the data is comparable to bar-code data, but the price and exported volume reported in
the wine data corresponds tofree-on-board(F.O.B) instead of retail values.

2In a closely related paper,Crozet, Head, and Mayer (2012)provide empirical evidence on the quality interpretation
of Melitz (2003)using expert’s quality ratings for the the French Champagneindustry as quality measures. However,
their quality measures only varies across firms, impeding them to analyze within-firms quality variation across export
destinations.
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tinations, and that even if prices were perfect measures of product quality, computing them at the

more aggregate level would most likely provide just a partial picture of cross-country firm’s quality

flows.

Next I document a new fact that serves as motivation for the model I develop in the theory

section. I show that varieties that are higher in firms’ revenue hierarchy tend to be relatively

cheaper: in over three-fourths of the firms, the top selling product in terms of revenues is ranked

fifth or below in terms of price.3 The fact that each variety’s revenue share decreases with price is

hard to reconcile with quality-based trade models with representative consumers. Under common

parameterizations, these models imply that product quality increases both revenues and prices,

contradicting the finding I document in this paper(e.g. Baldwin and Harrigan, 2011; Kugler and

Verhoogen, 2012, among others).4 I argue that the previous literature, by abstracting from con-

sumer heterogeneity, fail to capture a key element of quality demand: different individuals may

optimally choose to consume different quality levels, depending on their income level. In other

words, it is not merely average income, but the entire distribution of income that matter for trade.

I use this as the main motivation for my theoretical model, where consumer’s heterogeneity plays

a predominant role.

I then present a simple demand-driven quality model to analyze the role of income distribution

in shaping firm’s quality decisions across export destinations. The model features non-homothetic

demand for quality, heterogeneous consumers, and heterogeneous firms. As inFajgelbaum et al.

(2011), I assume a complementarity between the consumption of a homogeneous good and the

quality of vertically differentiated varieties: richer consumers value quality of the differentiated

good more. This leads to sorting of consumers into quality segments: rich individuals consume

high quality, middle-income individuals consume low quality, and poor consumers purchase none

of the differentiated good. The basic intuition behind thisresult is that, although high quality is

desirable for all customers, only a fraction of them can afford it because of its higher price. If

consumers are heterogeneous in income, the aggregate demand for each quality level depends on

the relative size of the group of consumers that value the particular quality leveland can afford

it. Since aggregate demand for each quality level determines the actual quality mix of firms in

each country, it follows that firms’ quality allocation across destinations depends not only on the

3SeeManova and Zhang (2013)for related evidence using custom-level data from Chinese manufacturing ex-
porters. In my data it is not possible to establish product hierarchies within a firm, because the data consists of a single
6-digit HS code. For comparison, I construct figures for the beverages industry and the manufacturing sector, and
show that in these sectors the pattern is considerably weaker.

4In principle, revenues may increase or decrease with quality, depending on the sensitivity of marginal costs and
product valuation with respect to quality. However, asKhandelwal (2010), andAntoniades (2013)show, for products
with a large scope for quality differentiation – such as wine–, both revenues and prices increase with product quality,
contradicting the finding I document in this paper.
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average income of the country, but on the entire distribution of income of the country as well.

The model I present differs from the previous literature in at least two directions. First, I

assume that the choice of vertical and horizontal attributes is made at different stages: consumers

first decide the quality level of the bundle of horizontally differentiated varieties, and then the

mix of varieties that compose the bundle. This differs from related quality studies, where quality

is modeled as a parameter in models with horizontally differentiated varieties and representative

consumers, in the spirit ofMelitz (2003).5 As I explained above, this type of models predicts that

firm revenues and demand are higher for high-quality products, which contradicts the pattern in the

data. Second, my model features a richer environment for firms, with simultaneous production in

multiple quality segments. This feature is a key innovationof my paper, and is crucial for allowing

firms to vary the composition of their export bundle across export destinations. By assuming

that firms produce a single version of a product, the previousliterature ruled quality differences

of the product bundle exported to each destination.6 As I show in this paper, this feature is not

consistent with the data: in fact, firms systematically varythe quality composition of their exported

bundle across destinations, and this variation tends to be correlated with the characteristics of the

importing country.

To solve the model, I assume that income within each country is Pareto distributed. Despite

recent criticism,7 the Pareto distribution allows me to illustrate the main mechanism of the model

in an analytically convenient way, since in this distribution variations in average income and in-

come dispersion can be directly linked to the values of the underlying Pareto parameters.8 The

main prediction of the model suggests that in countries withhigher income dispersion, firms tend

to skew their exports towards products of higher quality. This effect is nonlinear and depends

on the average income of the country. In poor countries, the effect tends to be stronger, while

in rich countries the effect is weaker. The intuition for this result follows from the fact that in

poor countries, higher income dispersion translates into more rich consumers. In contrast, in rich

countries, higher income dispersion implies not only more relatively rich consumers, but also more

5There is a prolific literature using extensions ofMelitz (2003)for studying product quality in international trade
(see Baldwin and Harrigan, 2011; Kugler and Verhoogen, 2012, among others). More recently,Manova and Zhang
(2013)andEckel et al. (2010)develop quality extensions to the multi-product version ofMelitz’s model, presented in
Mayer et al. (2014).

6Fajgelbaum et al. (2011)develop a model with a qualitatively similar demand environment. However, since their
focus is on country patterns of vertical specialization, their framework provides no insight on how demand conditions
affect exporters’ quality export choice.

7A growing body of literature has pointed out that the income distribution of countries is better described by
lognormal or mixtures of other distributions, such as Gamma, Beta, and Weibull.

8This is in contrast withFajgelbaum et al. (2011), where the main analysis is performed assuming generic income
distributions. By assuming a particular distribution, I amable to provide more detailed insights on the conditions
under which income inequality may affect relative product quality demand.
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poor consumers. Since in the model, quality demand is drivenby the aggregate mass of rich and

poor consumers, income dispersion tends to have a stronger effect within the group of relatively

poor countries. The model also has implications for the effect of country size and average income

on firms’ quality patterns. According to the model, the profitability of exporting any products in-

creases with country size and average income, but the effectis relatively stronger for low-quality

varieties. Since richer and larger countries are more profitable in all quality segments, consumers

in these countries have more access to high- and low-qualityvarieties in absolute terms.

Validating the predictions of the model is a particularly challenging task, because product qual-

ity is ultimately unobservable, and common trade datasets do not allow for identifying the attributes

of individual varieties. I avoid the above-mentioned limitations of unit values by using the Chilean

wine dataset to test the main prediction of the model. The wine industry is particularly well suited

for verifying the validity of the main mechanisms of the model, because (1) it features a high de-

gree of vertical product differentiation, and (2) firms are predominantly export-oriented – over two

thirds of wine production is exported. Importantly, this dataset allows me to define measures of

quality that are not subject to compositional effects. The data I use contains detailed information

on the attributes of each exported wine variety: brand name,wine grape (e.g.,Cabernet Sauvignon

or Merlot), vintage, domain of origin, and bottle capacity, among other attributes. This allows

me to identify products with a high degree of confidence, and to work with price measures that

are virtually perfect proxies for the actual transaction price.9 This feature of the data is extremely

important in my empirical setting, because it allows me to analyze the within-firm quality variation

across countries, controlling for variable markups and compositional effects, which are commonly

not considered in other studies.

The model suggests that the relevant measure of income distribution is the share of the pop-

ulation consuming high-quality products. Since such information cannot easily be derived from

readily available measures of income inequality – such as the Gini index –I estimate the income

distributions for the 104 countries in my sample and derive the share of relatively rich consumers

that are likely to purchase high-quality products in each country. I use these measures to check

whether the main mechanism of the model is observed in the data.

The data lends strong support to the main predictions of the model. I document three main find-

ings. First, firms export higher volume and more products to larger and richer countries. However,

in relative terms, firms tend to skew their exports towards low-quality products. This is consistent

9The price I use in this paper is still a unit value, since it is calculated as the weighted average of all shipments
over a year. Thus, the price measure will fail to identify price variations within a year or within countries (which could
happen if firms’ prices discriminate across regions of a country). However, this is not a limitation for my analysis,
because I am not interested in studying within-, but rather across-country annual patterns.
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with the idea that when income distributions are positivelyskewed, an increase in the size or av-

erage income increases relatively more for the fraction of middle-income consumers than for rich

consumers. Second, firm-level exports of high-quality products are relatively higher in countries

with a smaller middle class. Third, consistent with the mainprediction of the model, I find the

effect of income distribution to be quantitatively relevant only for middle- and low-income coun-

tries. I estimate a threshold income of about US$22,000 – roughly the income level of Slovenia in

the year 2005 – below which the effect is quantitatively important.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section shows how my paper relates

to the previous literature. Section3 provides general background on the wine industry, discusses

the main features of the dataset I use in this paper, and presents the stylized facts that serve as the

motivation for the theoretical model. Section4 presents the model and the main testable empirical

predictions. Section6 discusses the empirical strategy and presents the main empirical results.

Section7 concludes.

2 Related Literature

My paper fits within a growing literature that studies the relationship between product quality

and trade. The early findings inSchott (2004), Hummels and Klenow (2005), andHallak (2006)

of a positive relationship between importer per capita income and product unit value paved the

road for posterior, firm-level empirical work, which confirmed the positive relationship found in

country-level studies.10 Subsequent work focused on testing the implications of models of firm-

level quality heterogeneity based onMelitz (2003). Baldwin and Harrigan (2011)propose a model

where high-quality firms are also the most competitive firms,and show evidence supporting a pos-

itive relationship between unit values and distance, and a negative relationship between importer

size and remoteness.11 Kugler and Verhoogen (2012)provide additional support to the idea that it

is costly to produce quality. Their model implies that more productive firms use more expensive

input and produce more expensive outputs. This prediction is verified by the authors using Colom-

bian firm-level data, and also byManova and Zhang (2012)for the case of China. In contrast to

these contributions, my focus is on within-firm quality patterns. Instead of assuming that firms

produce a single product to each destination, I allow them toproduce simultaneously in different

quality segments, and to vary the quality composition of their export bundle across export desti-

nations. This allow me to understand how the characteristics of the export destinations determine

10See, among others,Bastos and Silva (2010)for Portugal;Baldwin and Harrigan (2011), for the United States;
Manova and Zhang (2013)for China; Martin (2012)for France;Görg et al. (2010)for Hungary; andHallak and
Sivadasan (2013)for a comparative analysis using data from India, the UnitedStates, Chile, and Colombia.

11These findings are also confirmed in a similar setting byJohnson (2012).
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within-firm export quality patterns. In doing this, I abstract from technological differences in the

production of quality, so that my results solely reflect demand side variations.

This paper is closely related to a recent literature that studies the effects of income distribution

on international trade.Choi et al. (2009)pioneered the study of the relationship between income

distribution and trade patterns in vertically differentiated products, showing that countries with

more similar income distribution have more similar import price distribution. Fajgelbaum et al.

(2011)develop a theoretical model with non-homothetic preferences that relates the shape of a

country’s income distribution and the pattern of trade of vertically differentiated products. In their

model, richer countries have a relatively larger home demand for high-quality goods, and tend to

specialize in exporting high-quality products. They find that income inequality has an ambiguous

effect on the domestic demand for high-quality goods. However, under certain conditions they

show that it increases the demand for high-quality products.12 Although closely related, my paper

differs from Fajgelbaum et al. (2011)in that I focus on firm-level patterns, while they focus on

the study of country patterns of trade in vertically differentiated products. In my model I allow

multi-quality firms with heterogeneous productivity. Thisfeature is not present inFajgelbaum

et al. (2011), and allows me to derive a richer set of implications for firms. Finally, in contrast to

Fajgelbaum et al. (2011), I provide empirical evidence for the quality patterns I document in the

theoretical model.

A few recent contributions provide empirical evidence for the relationship between importers’

level of income inequality and product unit values. The evidence is in general inconclusive. While

Bekkers et al. (2012)document a negative relationship between income inequality and unit values

for a large set of countries,Flach and Janeba (2013)find a positive relationship between income

inequality and unit values for a sample of Brazilian exporters.13 Latzer and Mayneris (2012)find

evidence of a positive relationship between income inequality and unit values only for the set

of rich importers. I contribute to this literature by providing an explanation for the apparently

contradictory results. In my model, I show that the effect ofincome inequality on the demand

for high- and low-quality goods varies according to the income of the importing countries. I

provide evidence supporting this mechanism, and in contrast to the above-mentioned studies, I use

measures of product quality that are not subject to the usuallimitations of unit values.

12They need to assume that the proportion of the population consuming low-quality products is larger for all income
levels. Although similar, this condition is somewhat stronger than imposing positively skewed income distributions,
as I do in this paper.

13Bekkers et al. (2012)interpret their finding as evidence in favor of hierarchicalpreferences as opposed to other
demand structures. The preferences I use in my model can be seen as a reduced form of hierarchical preferences, with
an essential homogeneous good and a luxury, vertically differentiated good that is ranked below the homogeneous
good in the list of necessities.
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My paper is not the first to use data from the wine industry to study quality patterns in trade.

Crozet et al. (2012)use firm-level data from the French Champagne industry to estimate a qual-

ity version ofMelitz (2003). Using ratings from wine experts as a quality proxy, they document

quality sorting of firms into destinations, and a positive relationship between quality and firms’

unit values. My paper differs from their analysis in that I focus on the within-firm quality het-

erogeneity, whereas their study is focused on quality patterns at the firm level. Another closely

related contribution isChen and Juvenal (2014). These authors use information from the Argen-

tinean wine industry to study whether the extent to which firms’ price-to-market is exacerbated

or lessened for higher-quality goods. UnlikeChen and Juvenal (2014), in this paper I exploit the

cross-sectional dispersion of quality, while they use the temporal variation of quality and exchange

rate movements to identify the pass-through from exchange rate into prices.

Finally, my paper relates to the literature estimating product quality using trade data.Khandelwal

(2010)estimates product quality using U.S. import data. His methodology is based on the in-

sight that within countries exporting a given product (conditional on price) higher-quality goods

should have a higher market share.14 Hallak and Schott (2011)use a similar methodology to derive

industry-level quality indexes for a cross-section of countries, whileGervais(2014) andPiveteau

and Smagghue (2014)develop a method for recovering firm-level quality. In contrast to this liter-

ature, instead of estimating quality I use quality measuresin the spirit ofCrozet et al. (2012)and

Chen and Juvenal (2014).

3 Background and Data

In this section I provide background on the wine industry. Then I describe the main dataset used

in the paper. Finally, I show the two main stylized facts thatserve as the basis for the theoretical

model I present in section 3.

3.1 The Wine Industry

The wine industry has many features that make it particularly well suited for studying quality

patterns in international trade. First, the market structure satisfies two important assumptions of

monopolistic competition: varieties feature a high degreeof product differentiation, and the in-

dustry is composed of a large number of relatively small competitors. Second, the vast majority

of producers are multi-product firms, and their products display a wide variation in quality. Both

elements are important for the theoretical and empirical analysis I perform in this paper. The mo-

14Operationally,Khandelwal (2010)estimates a nested logit and recover quality for each product-country-year
triplet from country-product and year fixed effects.
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nopolistic competition assumption is at the core of recent models of international trade, and it is

a central piece in the model I present in section4. In addition, the fact that varieties are not only

horizontally but also vertically differentiated is key forthe validity of the results in section6, where

I exploit the within-firm quality variation across destinations.

A basic requirement for an industry to be monopolistically competitive is the presence of differ-

entiated products. The wine industry satisfies this assumption: wines are differentiated in various

dimensions, and consumers have different preferences for each of these attributes. Perhaps one

of the most important differentiating elements is the region of origin of the wine. Theterroir –

the land where the grapes are grown – determines the quality and specific attributes of the wine.

Wineries use this information in the commercialization of fine wine, printing thedomain of origin

(D.O.) of the grapes on the labels of fine wine. In addition to the domain of origin, the vintage of

the wine – the year in which grapes where harvested – and the wine grape (e.g., Cabernet Sauvi-

gnon, Pinot Noir, Merlot) play a relevant differentiating role in wine commercialization. While

the vintage of the wine in combination with its domain of origin might be an indication of quality,

the wine grape type is an horizontal attribute over which consumers have different preferences.15

Finally, even within the sameterroir, vintage, and wine grape, wines may differ in other attributes,

such as the degree of astringency, sweetness, aroma, bouquet, and flavor.

A second requirement of monopolistic competition is the presence of a large number of pro-

ducers participating in the industry. According to Morgan Stanley, in 2013 there were over one

million wine producers in the world, being the vast majoritysmall participants relative to the over-

all size of the industry.16 While the possibility of large domestic leaders dominatingthe industry

cannot be dismissed, the evidence suggests that producers are typically small compared to the size

of the market. Within Chilean wine producers –the sample of wine producers I use in this paper–,

the median share over country wine imports is .004%, with the95th percentile being 2.1%. This

suggests that no exporter is large relative to total wine imports, and implies that the amount of

market power of individual wineries is most likely limited.

In contrast to other manufacturing industries, wine production features a close connection with

upstream activities – grape growing and harvesting. As a result, a vast majority of wineries are

vertically integrated over vineyards. There are two main reasons for this. First, the transportation

of grapes over long distances is usually not possible without rotting or crushing the grapes. Second,

grape-growing conditions strongly determine the attributes of the wine (e.g., flavor, aroma), which

makes it advisable for wineries to closely supervise every stage of the grape-growing process.

15Grape quality crucially depends on the climatic condition in which grapes are grown; thus, the year and region
where the grapes are grown affects the quality of the wine.

16Seehttp://blogs.reuters.com/counterparties/files/2013/10/Global-Wine-Shortage.pdf, .
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Vertical integration tends to be more common among winerieswith a focus on the production of

fine wine, while grape acquisition from third parties is morecommon in the production of table or

bulk wine.17

Finally, I discuss quality differenceswithin wineries. Wineries typically produce multiple va-

rieties of wine in different quality segments. This is partially due to the fact that, even within

a vineyard, the quality of the grapes might vary significantly. In general, quality differences in

the grapes can occur either as a consequence of actions takenby the winemaker during the grape-

growing stage, or by the presence ofmicro-terroirs, where grapes grown achieve an unusually high

level of quality.18 In addition, even if similar grapes are used in wine production, the winemaker

can arbitrarily improve the wine quality by using inputs of better quality (e.g., ageing the wine in

new oak barrels instead of stainless steel tanks) or adapting the production process to the particular

chemical properties of the grapes. Thus, while capacity constraints may be relevant for high-end

wines (that typically use grapes from very specificmicro-terroirs), the wine production process

offer different possibilities where the wine maker can affect the wine quality. Importantly, when

there are differences in the quality of the grapes or must, fermentation and ageing is typically done

in different tanks, and the resulting wine packaged under different brand labels. To avoid signifi-

cant differences in the quality within brand labels, winemakers blend the fermented or aged must

from different tanks, so that the wine contained in any pair of bottles of the same brand is very

similar.

3.2 Data

The main data I use comes from the Chilean wine industry, which has a long winemaking tradition

that goes back to the eighteenth century. Until circa 1980, wine production was performed in a

relatively rudimentary way, and the resulting wine was not adequate for exporting due to its low

quality standards. Only in the decade of the 1980 Chilean wine production take off, after the intro-

duction of new production techniques and the start of joint ventures between Chilean wineries and

foreign wine producers that facilitated technological transference from abroad.19 Since then, Chile

17According to information I collected in interviews with Chilean wine producers, mixed regimes – with wineries
producing a portion of the grapes and buying the rest from third parties – are also common in the industry and occur
in both large- and small-scale wineries.

18For instance, the practice of pruning vines improves fruit quality, because it allows bunches to receive more
nutrients from the soil. In addition, vine-pruning is believed to help the stabilization of production over time, since
vines are not stressed in particular years with unusually high or low nutrients.

19A key technological innovation that allowed for more efficient production was the replacement of wooden vats
with stainless steel tanks used for fermentation. The leaders in adopting this production technique were Miguel Torres,
a Spanish winery that began producing in Chile in 1981, and Vina Canepa, a traditional Chilean winery. For a more
detailed description of the Chilean wine industry in historical perspective, seeAgosin and Bravo-Ortega (2009).
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has become one of the world’s most dynamic wine regions. According to the Food and Agricul-

ture Organization (FAO), Chile was the seventh-largest wine producer in 2010. Wine production

in Chile is predominantly export-oriented: less than one-third of total Chilean production is con-

sumed domestically (Wines of Chile, 2010).20 As shown in Figure1, Chilean wine is exported to

practically all countries in America, Europe, and East Asia. Out of the total of 128 destinations

where Chilean wine was exported during the period 2005-2010, the main markets for Chilean ex-

ports for the period were the United States and Great Britain, followed – with a significant gap –

by Canada, the Netherlands, Brazil, Ireland, Denmark, Germany, Japan, and Mexico.

The data I use consists of shipment-level data of Chilean wine exports.21 This data is collected

by the Chilean Customs Service and processed by Intelvid, a Chilean market intelligence company

that provides analytic market intelligence information toWines of Chile – the main association of

Chilean wineries. It covers the universe of wine exports forall shipments made between 2005 and

2010.22 The data is available at a monthly frequency, however, I aggregate it up to the annual level

to avoid dealing with seasonal patterns in export shipments. For each shipment, the data contains

information on the firm name and tax ID, destination country,FOB value (in U.S. dollars), volume

(in liters), and FOB price of the shipment. In addition, the data contains two lines of product

attributes, with information on the brand name, the type of merchandise (e.g. "red wine" or "white

wine"), wine grape (e.g., Cabernet Sauvignon or Merlot), vintage year, and other complementary

information, such as alcoholic graduation, volatile acidity, vintage, and packaging (e.g. bottles of

750 c.c., or boxes of 3 liters).

To avoid comparing wine in different formats (e.g., bulk, bottled, in bags or boxes), I restrict

the sample to the subset of bottled wine in containers of lessthan 2 liters. I also drop the few

shipments of sparkling wine (less than 1% of the total FOB value). After these adjustments, the

product data can be mapped to the 6-digit HS code "Wine other than sparkling from fresh grapes,

including grape must with fermentation prevented or arrested by the addition of alcohol, in con-

tainers holding 2 liters or less" (code 2204.21). Table1 suggests that these choices do not affect

the representativeness of the dataset: bottled wine exports comprise around 85% of total exports

(column 4), and over 99% of the FOB value reported in COMTRADEfor bottled wine (column

5).

20This is in stark contrast to other wine-producing countries, such as the United States, Argentina, China, or Italy,
where over 60% of overall production is for domestic consumption (see Wines of Chile, 2010).

21In appendixA, I provide a more detailed description of the dataset.
22The Chilean Customs Service requires all exporters to register the quantity, value, and a detailed description of

each shipment valued at US$2,000 or more. Unlike other customs-level datasets (e.g. countries in the Euro Zone), I
observe the value of low-value shipments, although for these there might be less detail regarding the attributes of the
exported good.
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The trade literature usually defines products in terms of highly disaggregated (8- or 10-digit)

HS codes or similar nomenclatures(see Khandelwal, 2010; Hallak and Schott, 2011; Manova

and Zhang, 2012, among others). The Chilean data can easily be mapped to 10-digit HS codes

using information of the wine grapes as well.23 However, if such disaggregation is performed, the

resulting products would be composed of varieties featuring very different horizontal and vertical

attributes. To bypass this issue, I define products in terms of the brand name printed on the label.

This ensures that when comparing products across destinations, any variation in the price or value

of a given shipment is not due to compositional changes, but to actual changes in the product.24

Sample Selection and Data Consistency

In order to ensure consistent brand categories, I follow three steps. First, I drop observations

were no brand name can be identified. Second, I only consider data from firms with exports over

US$250,000 in all years. Third, I drop all exporters corresponding to intermediaries.25. Finally,

in order to avoid outliers as well as bulk wine mistakenly classified as bottled wine, I drop all

shipment with FOB prices lower than US$5 or higher than US$1,000 per case of wine (399 ob-

servations).26 The final dataset consists of 422,315 shipments, comprising131 wineries and 1,334

brands exported to 143 destinations over the period 2005-2010.

3.3 Measure of Wine Quality

A common practice among Chilean wine producers is to includequality appellations on wine

labels to signalize the intrinsic wine quality to the consumers. For instance, young, simple wines

are differentiated from more complex, aged wines by using the appellation "Reserve" in the label of

the latter category. Importantly for my purpose, these appellations are legally regulated in Chile.

This alleviate the concern of a spurious relation between the quality appellations printed on the

labels and the quality of the wine.

In this paper, I use quality appellations embedded in wine labels as the main measure of quality.

In particular, I use following appellations: Varietal, Reserve, Grand Reserve, and Premium (where

Varietal is the lowest and Premium is the highest quality). The Varietal appellation is given to

23Product classifications higher than 6 digits reflects local production and usually differs from country to country.
In the case of Chile the disaggregation from 6 to 10 digits enlarges the number of product categories to 31 (see
http://www.aduana.cl/exportaciones/aduana/2007-04-16/165951.html.

24The data also allows to define products in terms of other attributes, such as winegrape and vintage of the bottle.
However, the variation in unit values suggest that these attributes are at least an order of magnitude less relevant than
the brand name. Nevertheless, I check the robustness of my findings to more detailed product definitions.

25To classify firms as wine manufacturers I manually verify (1)the website of the exporter (if any), (2) the existence
of wine brand associated with the exporter, and (3) whether the exporter was included in the "Vineyards and Wineries
of Chile Compendium"Nuevos Mundos (2004)

26Prices are reported in terms of 9-liter cases, which corresponds to 12 bottles of 750 c.c.
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young wines, and typically receive no ageing and are released immediately to the market after

they are bottled. In contrast, most Reserve wines are aged inoak barrels for over 6-8 months.27

Wineries further differentiate their production lines using the term "Grand Reserve" to indicate

Reserve wines of relatively higher quality. Finally, wineries distinguish the best wines in their

production line with the appellatives "Icon" or "Premium".28

Quality appellations are subject to two caveats. First, notevery wine variety has a quality

appellation embedded in its label: out of the total 1,334 varieties, I successfully assign quality

categories to 1,206 brands, which represents 98% of the total exports.29 Second self-reported

quality measures may be a poor measure of wine quality if wineries choose the denominations

only as a marketing tool to charge higher prices. Although this concern cannot be dismissed,

the significant reward that the market gives to wines with better appellations suggests that these

quality denominations in fact reflect – at least partially – wine quality. Figure3 illustrates this

point, showing the average price for each of the four qualitycategories, their standard deviation,

and the 5th and 95th percentiles of the price distribution. While there is some overlap across quality

categories, Figure3 shows a strong positive relationship between the four quality categories and

brand-level average prices, with average prices ranging from US$21 in Varietal wines to US$197

in Premium wines for a 12/750-c.c. case. Price dispersion – measured in terms of the standard

deviation – also increases with quality, going from 6.0 in varietal wines to 99.7 in premium wines.30

As a robustness check, I also use prices defined at the varietylevel as a measure of quality. The

trade literature traditionally uses unit values calculated over product categories as a quality proxy,

based on the belief that higher-quality products are produced in a more costly manner, and that

the higher cost is transferred – at least partially – to prices. The fact that varieties within product

categories can be clearly identified makes prices less subject to aggregation bias. As I explained

in section3.2, the data allows me to define varieties in terms of the brand name, wine grape, and

vintage printed on the label of the wine bottle. This definition coincides with the way in which

27However, the Reserve denomination in Chile does not requireageing either in wood or stain barrels; it only
requires "distinctive organoleptic properties". Seehttp://www.winesofchile.org/wp/the-wines/understanding-a-label/
for a detailed explanation on quality appellations as well as other content included in the labels of Chilean wine bottles.

28Grand Reserve wines are typically aged in first- or second-use oak barrels (for 12 to 24 months) and in their bottles
for a total ageing period of about 3 years before being released to the market. Icon or Premium wines are produced
with the best grapes of the vineyards, selected from specificmicro-terroirs, and aged in first-use oak barrels only and
in bottles for a total of 4-5 years.

29The quality appellations are obtained either directly fromthe wine label printed on the bottles, or from the wineries
website. "Varietal" wines are typically not directly identifiable from wine labels. In these case, I seek for the word
"young" and similar in the wine description. In addition, I assign the label Varietal to all wines where the FOB price
is less than US$15 for a case of 12 750-c.c. bottles (equivalent to about US$5-7 retail price in the U.S.).

30Alternative measures of dispersion – such as the coefficientof variation – show a similar pattern. In the appendix
I also show that the quality appellations are positively related to quality rating made by wine experts.
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consumers see products when they buy them. Consequently, prices in my sample are a closer

quality proxy than they are in studies defining prices as unitvalues over product categories.31

3.4 Varieties, Prices and Quality

This subsection presents evidence on the relevance of considering the variety margin when analyz-

ing firm-level quality flows. I first show the distributions ofvarieties and number of destinations

by firms and varieties. Then, I show evidence that suggests that, even if prices are good measures

of quality, computing them over product categories hindersa substantial amount of within-firms

variation across markets. Finally, I study the relationship between within-firms price, quality and

revenues and show the main stylized fact that motivates the model I present in section4.

Distribution of Varieties and Destinations

Table2 illustrates the distribution of the number of varieties by firm, and destinations by firm and

by varieties for the year 2007.32 Consistent with the evidence inBernard et al. (2007)for product

categories, the distribution of varieties is positively skewed: while firms export an average of 7.2

varieties, the median number of varieties is only 5 (row 1 in Table2). This reflects the existence

of a fat upper tail: firms in the 75th percentile of the distribution export 23 varieties – about two

standard deviations over the mean – and the top firm exports 40varieties.

Next, I provide descriptive statistics for the number of destinations by firm and varieties (rows

2 and 3 of Table2). These distributions – as the case of the distribution of varieties – are positively

skewed as well, with the mean being considerably higher thanthe median number of destinations

by firm and varieties. Interestingly, a comparison between the distributions of destinations by

firms and varieties suggests that the distribution by firms first-order stochastically dominate the

distribution of destinations by varieties. A typical product is exported to only half of the markets

where the firm is actively exporting, and the number of destinations by products is larger than the

number of destinations by varieties for all quartile of the respective distributions. This conclusion

is confirmed by Figure2, which depicts the empirical distributions of destinations by firms and

varieties. Since the sum of all destinations covered by the different varieties should add up to the

number of destinations covered by firms, this finding impliesthat the menu of varieties offered by

firms to each market varies from country to country. This factmotivates the analysis in the next

section, where I study whether the difference in the number of destinations by firm and product is

31It is important to stress that while prices in the wine data are less subject to aggregation issues, they might still be
reflecting the action of other factors, such as markups. In the data, it is common to see within-firm price differences of
tenfold or more between the cheapest and the most expensive products (see Table2). While markups might contribute
to this wedge, it is unlikely that they can fully account for differences of this order of magnitude.

32Results are not qualitatively different if any other year inthe sample is chosen.
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systematically correlated with the quality of the productsand the characteristics of the markets.

Price Dispersion

Even if prices are good measures of quality, computing them over product categories may hinder

a substantial amount of variation within-firms and across markets. To assess the importance of the

different margins – firms, destinations and varieties – in overall price dispersion, I run a simple

regression of log prices against different sets of fixed effects:

log Pkijt = {Year FE} + {Other FE} + εkijt

where the subscripts (k, i, j, t) denotes varieties, firms, destinations and years. Table3 shows the

R2, adjusted R2 and standard deviation of the residuals from running (1) through OLS. The first

row reveals that log prices vary substantially across brands and countries: its standard deviation is

0.85 log points. Rows 2 to 5 analyze the contribution of destinations and firms to log price dis-

persion. When controlling for country fixed effects, the standard deviation of log prices falls 0.83

log points and the R-squared increases to about 5%, which suggests that only a minor part of the

price variation is due to difference in average prices across countries. Rows 3 and 4 analyze the

contribution of the firm-product margin, and its interaction with the destination market.33 Results

suggest that the firm-product margin is by far more importantthan the destination market. How-

ever, even when interacted with destinations FE, the firm-product margin accounts for less than

half of the overall variation, while the standard deviationof the residuals falls only from 0.83 to

0.65. Finally, I run regression (1) using variety fixed-effects only (row 5). Results suggest that

most of the price variation is accounted for by differences in the average price of varieties: after

controlling for varieties fixed-effects, the standard deviation of log prices falls to 0.16, while the

R-squared increases to about 96%.34 This last margin is precisely the object of study in this paper.

By not accounting for this margin, the previous literature significantly underestimates the overall

variation in the price of internationally traded products across destinations.

Relation between within-firm price, quality and revenues

Tables2 and3 provide general background on the different margins exploited in this paper (firms,

destinations, products). However, it says little about which type of products are more important

for the firms in terms of revenues. In Tables4 and5, I take a step forward in this direction by

33Results including firm×HS8 fixed effects (not reported) are almost identical to using firm fixed effects only. The
reason for this is that the wine dataset include shipments from a single HS6 product category; therefore, the additional
fixed effects add little information.

34The residual variation in log prices can be thought of as an indication of the contribution of within-varieties
markups variation across destinations. The numbers in thistable suggest that product markup accounts for about 19%
(0.16/0.85) of the overall dispersion in the price of exports of bottled Chilean wine across destinations.
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analyzing whether the revenue share of the varieties increases or decreases with prices and quality.

In both Tables, I rank varieties from left to right in terms ofsales, with a highest rank being equal

to one. Table4 shows the relation with prices, and ranks varieties from topto bottom in terms

of price. Table5 repeats this exercise using instead the quality segments discussed in3.3. These

Tables only considers firms producing at least five products in this table, which implies that the

total number of products ranked first to fifth should be identical (see column and rowTotal).

Table4 reveals that the top-selling variety rarely coincide with the most expensive products of

a firm. In over three-quarters (5.9/8.0) of the firms, the top-selling variety (in terms of revenues) is

ranked 5 or below in terms of price, and in only 14% of the firms the best-selling variety is ranked

first, second or third (see first column). Similarly, the firstrow of Table4 reveals that the most

expensive variety of a firm is rarely ranked between the best-selling varieties: it is ranked fifth or

below in terms of export revenues in about 80% of the firms. Table 5 confirms these patterns using

appellations as quality proxies.35 In about 55% of firms, the best-selling variety corresponds to

Varietal wines (the lowest quality appellation), while in only 7% firms the best-selling variety is a

premium wine. TablesA.1 andA.2 in the appendix shows that these patterns does not hold when

products are defined at the more aggregate level (either at the HS6-level or HS8-level):36 in about

one-third of the firms the best-selling variety is ranked first, second or third, and revenue shares

does not show a negative relation with unit-value ranking.37

The fact that each variety’s revenue share decreases with price is hard to reconcile with quality-

based trade models with representative consumers. In thesemodels, quality is modeled as a pref-

erence parameter that increases product appeal. Under common parameterizations, these models

imply that product quality increases both revenues and prices, contradicting the finding I document

in this paper(e.g. Baldwin and Harrigan, 2011; Kugler and Verhoogen, 2012, among others).38 In

this paper I explore a different mechanism that does not relies on specific assumptions on the sen-

sitivity of cost to product quality to explain the pattern. Iargue that the previous literature, by

abstracting from consumer heterogeneity, fail to capture akey element of quality demand: dif-

35This is not too surprising – Figure3 shows that prices and quality are positively correlated –.
36Unit values are expressed in log-deviations from the average log unit value of the product category. Products

are expressed in homogeneous units within product categories. Thus, unit values log-deviations from the mean are
directly comparable.

37My results for aggregated product categories are somewhat weaker than the findings inManova and Zhang(2013).
Using a Chinese dataset for manufacturing firms, they show that top-selling varieties tend to be the most expensive
articles of the firms. I attribute the discrepancy to the factthat they compare firms producing various number of
products (e.g., in their results the number of total products ranked first is lower than the number ranked second)

38In principle, revenues may increase or decrease with quality, depending on the sensitivity of marginal costs and
product valuation with respect to quality. However, asKhandelwal (2010), andAntoniades (2013)show, for products
with a large scope for quality differentiation – such as wine–, both revenues and prices increase with product quality,
contradicting the finding I document in this paper.
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ferent individuals may optimally choose to consume different quality levels, depending on their

income level. When individuals buy cars, they usually buy the best model that they can afford

given their resources: if they are looking for a compact car,they either buy a BMW i3 or a Honda

Fit, but not both (or a continuum of cars of different qualities).39 This is also true in other in-

dustries, such as wine: Sophisticated rich consumers do notbuy cheap wine packed in bags, nor

do less affluent consumers buy $100 bottles. This implies that it is not merely average income,

but the entire distribution of income that matter for trade.I use this as the main motivation for

my theoretical model, where consumer’s heterogeneity plays a predominant role. This mechanism

has the advantage that does not relies on specific assumptions on the sensitivity of cost to product

quality. This simple modification has important implications for the within-firm trade patterns of

quality across countries that I explore later on.

4 Model

In this section, I develop a simple framework to study the factors driving firms’ quality mix across

export destinations. The model builds onFajgelbaum et al.(2011) insights on trade in vertically

differentiated products. Differently from them, I enrich firm’s environment by allowing firms to

be heterogeneous in their efficiency levels and produce in multiple quality segments. This allows

me to study how the average quality shipped varies across firms, and how it is affected by demand

variations originated by differences in the characteristics of the importing countries.

The world is composed byI asymmetric countries trading with each other. Hereafter, the

exporting country is represented by the subscripti, and the importing country byj. Consumers

are endowed with different amounts of effective labor, which is supplied inelastically to firms at

the market wage rate. Firms use labor as the only production factor, and they are heterogeneous

in their productivity. Countries may differ in their size and distribution of labor endowments, but

they share the same preferences and productivity distribution.

In each country, there are two industries: a homogeneous-good sector, and a sector producing

varieties of a differentiated product. The homogeneous sector is perfectly competitive, produces a

good that is consumed domestically under constant returns to scale and produced by all countries.

I use this good as the numeraire and normalize its price to onein all countries. Since labor is only

production factor, this normalization implies a unit wage rate per unit of effective labor. In contrast,

the differentiated product sector is composed of a continuum of monopolistic competitors, each of

whom produces a differentiated variety. Varieties are traded internationally, and may differ in their

39The manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) for a BMW i3 is in the range $41,350-$45,200, while the
MSRP for a Honda Fit is $15,525-$20,800 depending on the amenities included.
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horizontal attributes (e.g., shape, color, etc.), as well as in their vertical attributes (e.g, quality).

While there is a continuum of horizontal attributes in whichproducts may differ, I assume that

there are only two quality levels: high (H) and low (L).

4.1 Preferences and Demand

Consumers derive utility from the homogeneous good (z) and the varieties consumed in the dif-

ferentiated good sector. The homogeneous good can be consumed in any amount. However, the

differentiated varieties come in the form of composites of different qualities, and can only be con-

sumed as a whole.40 This implies that the consumption of the differentiated good – and not the

amount of it consumed – is what gives utility to the consumer.41 I follow Flach and Janeba(2013)

in specifying the following functional form for consumers’preferences:

Uj = z · q (1)

with

q =



















qH , if q = H

qL, if q = L

1, otherwise.

(2)

whereqH > qL > 1, and{qH , qL} are parameters translating quality into utility units. Thecon-

sumer optimizes choosing the quality of the differentiatedgood, and the amount of the homoge-

neous good to be consumed. If he chooses qualityq ∈ {H, L}, he consumes one unit of a CES

composite of horizontally differentiated varieties with price P q
j , and spends the remainder of his

income in the homogeneous good.42 The elasticity of substitution in both quality segments isσ.

While it may be possible to argue that high-quality consumers are less sensitive to prices as in

Fajgelbaum et al.(2011), I avoid introducing such differences to focus on the effect of income

40In the model, quality is represented as a utility function parameter, and is defined in terms of average utility per unit
of homogeneous good consumption. This implies that, conditional on the level of homogeneous good consumption,
a product will have higher quality if all consumers prefer the same (higher-quality) product when the products are
offered at the same price. Thus, it involves any feature – either subjective or objective-changing the appeal of two
ex anteidentical products to the consumer. My definition of qualityis reminiscent ofSutton(1986), where the main
difference is the fact that I not only condition on price, butalso on the level of homogenous good consumption.

41This assumption is common in models of product quality with non-homothetic preferences. SeeFlam and Help-
man(1987); Fajgelbaum et al.(2011); Flach and Janeba(2013), among others.

42Note that the fact that individuals are restricted to consume at most one unit of the differentiated composite does
not imply that a discrete consumption of the individual varieties composing the composite.
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distribution.43

The utility function (1) features a few interesting properties. First, the homogeneous good and

the quality of the differentiated good are complementary inconsumption. This feature, – which is

common to related models of vertical differentiation (seeFlam and Helpman, 1987; Fajgelbaum

et al., 2011, among others) – implies that the marginal value of quality is higher for richer con-

sumers and is useful in generating non-homothetic aggregate demands. Second, consuming the

differentiated good only delivers strictly positive utility if some of the homogeneous good is al-

ready consumed. Thus, some consumers may choose to consume none of the differentiated good.

Finally, no consumer optimally chooses to consume both qualities, since the consumption of both

quality levels delivers strictly less utility than consuming none of them.44

The consumer’s problem consists of finding the amount of the homogeneous good and quality

of the differentiated good that maximizes (1) subject to the consumer’s budget constraint. Since the

consumer buys at most one unit of the differentiated good, the solution to the problem can be found

by comparing the utility of three alternatives: (i) consumeonly the homogeneous good and none

of the differentiated good; (ii) consume low quality and thehomogeneous good; and (iii) consume

high quality and the homogeneous good. The structure of the preferences implies that the solution

to this problem is characterized by two income thresholdsyL
j andyH

j , which determine the quality

choice and amount of the homogeneous good to be consumed as a function of the consumer’s

incomey.45 Denoting byP q
j the price of the CES composite of qualityq = {H, L} in countryj, it

can be shown that the solution to the consumer’s problem is:

z = y; I(q =L) = 0; I(q =H) = 0 if y < yL
j

z = y − P L
j ; I(q =L) = 1; I(q =H) = 0 if yL

j ≤ y < yH
j (3)

z = y − P H
j ; I(q =L) = 0; I(q =H) = 1 if y ≥ yH

j

whereI(·) is an indicator function equal to one if qualityq is consumed and zero otherwise,yL
j =

P L
j qL

qL−1
, yH

j =
P H

j qH−P L
j qL

qH−qL
, andP q

j is the price of the composite of qualityq in countryj. As can be

seen in (3), the solution to the consumer’s problem displays quality sorting across individuals: the

poorest consumers consume none of the differentiated good,middle-income consumers buy low

43In Section5 I discuss how the main predictions of the model are affected by this assumption.
44With strictly positive prices, consuming both qualities yields less utility than consuming only one quality level,

because it reduces the consumption of the homogeneous good,and the second quality consumed does not provide
additional utility. In general equilibrium non-positive prices are unfeasible, because it would imply an infinite excess
of demand for the underlying varieties.

45In this model, consumer’s income is equal to the sum of labor income and dividends derived from firm profits.
Thus, consumer’s incomey and labor endowments̃y do not generally coincide.
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quality, and the relatively richer consumers buy high quality as well as some of the homogeneous

good.46

The underlying individual’s demand for the horizontally differentiated varieties follows from

minimizing the total cost of one unit of the CES composite of each quality. Aggregate demands

(xq
ij(ω)) for variety ω produced in countryi and consumed inj can then be found by summing

individual demands over the country’s population consuming qualityq. Since the only source of

consumer heterogeneity is differences in the labor endowments, which I assume are distributed

according to the c.d.f.Mj(·), aggregate demands can be written as:

xq
ij(ω) =

(

pH
ij (ω)

P H
j

)−σ
∫ ∞

yH
j

dMj(y) · Nj (4)

wherepq
ij(ω) denotes the price of varietyω of qualityq, Nj is population size of countryj, y is con-

sumer’s income (which equals labor income plus dividends revenue), andP q
j =

[∫

ω
pq

ij(ω)1−σdω
]

1
1−σ

is the CES aggregate price of the composite.47

4.2 Production

In each country’s differentiated sector, there is a continuum of firms producing varieties of a prod-

uct. FollowingChaney(2008), I assume that firms’ productivityϕ in each country are drawn from

a Pareto distribution, defined over the interval[1,∞), with cdfG(ϕ) = 1−ϕ−k. I follow the usual

assumption thatk > σ − 1 to ensure a finite size distribution. In each country there isan exoge-

nously given set of potential entrants, which for simplicity I assume is proportional to population.48

Since I restrict entry, in this model firms generate net profits. To accommodate this fact, I assume

as inChaney(2008) that world profits are collected and redistributed equallyacross all workers,

each of whom owns one share of a diversified global fund. Thus,for each consumer, income (y) is

equal to the sum of labor income (ỹ) plus dividends (ν).

Firms in the differentiated sector may operate in one or two quality segments using labor as only

production factor. The marginal cost of producing a varietywith quality q is equal to a constant

46As (3) makes clear, in the model ’rich’ and ’poor’ customers are defined not only as a function of income, but also
of prices. I rule out the case where relatively rich consumers prefer low to high quality by assuming thatyH

j > yL
j ,

which can be achieved by imposing
P H

j

P L
j

> (qH−1)
qH

qL

(qL−1) .
47There is a slight abuse of notation in usingω for denoting high- and low-quality varieties. Varieties are defined in

terms of both horizontal and vertical attributes and therefore, do not need to be the same for high and low quality.
48This assumption is made for analytical simplicity and is notcritical for the main quantitative implications of the

model. In a more general setting,Arkolakis et al.(2008) andArkolakis et al.(2012) show that models with free
entry deliver similar expressions for aggregate trade flowsand gains from trade to models with a fixed set of potential
entrants, as the one I develop in this paper.
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cq times the unit labor requirement1/ϕ. I assume that producing high quality is more costly

than producing low quality:cH > cL. This reflect the idea that producing high quality requires

more workers (or workers of higher quality, as inKugler and Verhoogen, 2012). For analytical

simplicity, I abstract from the firm’s product scope decision and assume that firms can produce at

most one variety in each quality segment. Since the aim of themodel is to understand how the

relative quality of firms’ exports varies across destinations, this simplification is immaterial for the

main implications of the model.

Firms from countryi seeking to sell in countryj bear two type of trade costs. First, there

is a variable iceberg-type transportation cost:τij ≥ 1 units of the good have to be shipped for

one unit to arrive (withτii = 1). In addition, serving any countryj involves the payment of

a product-specific fixed costFij , which is paid in units of the homogeneous good. Thus, if a

firm enters a market simultaneously in both quality segments, it has to pay the entry cost twice –

once for each product. This reflect the idea that reaching customers is costly (Arkolakis, 2010),

and since in the model no consumer simultaneously purchase high and low quality, the customer

network developed by a firm in a given quality segment has no value for offering a different quality.

Instead, firms need to develop a new customer network for offering their products in a different

segment.49

Firm’s Problem

The problem of the firm consists of finding the price in each quality segment that maximizes profits,

taking as given the aggregate demand (4) for high and low quality:

max
{p}

πq
ij(ω) =

[

p − cq
τij

ϕ

] [

p

P q
j

]−σ

Y q
j · Nj − Fij (5)

whereY H
j =

∫∞

yH
j

dMj(y) andY L
j =

∫ yH
j

yL
j

dMj(y), with yL
j andyH

j being defined in (3). Given the

CES structure, in each quality segment optimal prices are a constant markup over marginal cost:

pH
ij (ϕ) =

(

σ

σ − 1

)

cHτij

ϕ
and pL

ij(ϕ) =

(

σ

σ − 1

)

cLτij

ϕ
(6)

As can be seen in (6), conditional on productivity firms charge a higher price for high quality

in each destination. Since markups are the same for both qualities, all price differences within

firm-product-destination are accounted by the higher marginal cost in the high-quality segment.50

49Anecdotal evidence on this type of fixed costs can be found in many industries. For instance, in the wine industry,
wineries typically offer premium high-quality wines primarily on-premise in restaurants and hotels, and offer relatively
low-quality wines off-premise using the distribution networks of supermarkets and stores.

50A second reason for which prices may be higher in the high quality segment are differences in markups. As
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Firm profits are obtained replacing (6) in (5):

πq
ij(ϕ) =

(

P q
j

)σ

σ

[

σ

σ − 1
· cqτij

ϕ

]1−σ

·Y q
j ·Nj − Fij (7)

4.3 Firm Entry

In this model, not every firm exports, nor every exporting firmexport to every destination. Firms

only stay in markets where they can obtain enough variable profits to cover the per-product fixed

entry cost. Since profits increase monotonically with productivity ϕ, firms’ entry decision can be

characterized by a threshold rule: firms with productivity above marketj’s threshold productivity

ϕ̃q
ij make non-negative profits selling qualityq, while the remaining firms exit immediately after

observing their productivity draw. The productivity thresholds for countryi’s firms serving market

j in quality segmentq ∈ {H, L} is defined by the following expression:

πq
ij(ϕ̃

q
ij) = 0 : ϕ̃q

ij = γ1

[

(

P q
j

)−σ
Fij

Y q
j ·Nj

]
1

σ−1

cqτij (8)

whereγ1 = (σ/(σ − 1)) · σ1/(σ−1) is a constant that depends negatively on the elasticity of substi-

tutionσ. The value of the productivity thresholds is determined by trade costsτij andFij ; country

sizeNj; customers densityY q
j ; and CES composite’s priceP q

j . While fixed and variable trade

costs are exogenous in the model, customers densityY q
j and composite priceP q

j are equilibrium

objects that need to be determined.51 Fortunately, under the assumptions of fixed entry and Pareto

distribution for productivity, the equilibrium CES aggregate price can be solved analytically as a

function of trade costs and the mass of customers in each country and quality level:52

P q
j = γ3 × c

k(σ−1)
λ

q ×
[

Y q
j Nj

](σ−1−k)/λ × θj (9)

Fajgelbaum et al.(2011) argue, high-quality products exhibit a more ample set of characteristics, which enlarge the
scope for product differentiation relative to low-qualityvarieties.

51Since the notion of equilibrium in my model is similar toChaney(2008), I avoid trivial repetition and save the
full definition of the competitive equilibrium in appendixB for the interested reader.

52Note that the dependence of aggregate price on the mass of customers makes unfeasible to obtain an analytical
solution forP q

j , because it appears in the integrals that definesY q
j . However, sinceY q

j monotonically decreases with
P q

j , equation (9) uniquely characterizes the equilibrium price for each quality segment. In appendixC I provide a
detailed derivation of (9).
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whereθj =

[

∑I
i=1 Ni × τ−k

ij × F
−( k

σ−1
−1)

ij

]
1−σ

λ

, andλ and γ3 are constants.53 As in Chaney

(2008), θj is interpreted as an index of remoteness of countryj from the rest of the world and is a

weighted average of trade costs incurred by firms exporting to countryj. Finally, the equilibrium

productivity threshold is found by replacing the price index into (8):

ϕ̃q
ij = γ4 × τij ×

[

Fij(θj)
−σ
]

1
σ−1 ×

[

cq ·Y q
j ·Nj

]− (σ−1)
λ (10)

whereγ4 =
[

γ1 × (γ3)
−σ/(σ−1)

]

.

Equation (10) provides a benchmark for studying firm entry to each market and quality seg-

ment. All firms with productivity above the threshold (10) enter marketj with quality q, while

firms with productivity below that threshold stay out of the market. Two factors affect this thresh-

old across destinations: trade costs and the mass of consumers that are willing to pay for the

consumption of each quality. In particular, higher fixed andvariable trade costs, and a smaller

mass of potential customers reduce the profitability of entering a specific destination making en-

trance less likely.54 Since these elements vary across markets, exporting firm will not generally be

active in every markets.

High vs. low quality export entry

The productivity threshold does not only vary across destinations, but also – within importing-

exporting country pairs – across quality segments. Two forces determines the relationship between

the productivity thresholds. On one hand, entry tends to be more easier in the high-quality segment,

because the productivity advantage is less important in terms of price. This leads to a relatively

lower threshold in this segment. On the other hand, entry is easier in the quality segments where

the density of potential customers is larger –see the last term in square brackets in (10)–. Thus,

if the density of individuals consuming low-quality is highenough, it may be possible that the

productivity threshold is actually lower in the low-quality segment. As a result, the relationship

between high and low-quality thresholds within destinations cannot be determined a priori.

Despite of the inconclusive relationship within destinations for the high- and low-productivity

thresholds, the model predicts that across destinations, the thresholds are univocally related to the

density of potential customers in each quality segment.55 More precisely, in countries with a large

53More precisely,λ = kσ − (σ − 1) andγ3 =
[

γ2 × (γ1)
σ−k−1

]−(σ−1)/λ
, with γ2 =

[

k
k−(σ−1)

]

[

σ−1
σ

]σ−1
.

54In contrast to fixed and variable costs, remoteness reduces the productivity threshold. For given trade costs, the
profitability of a destination increases withθq

j , because entry of firms from the rest of the world is lower, which
increases the fraction of the total population served by each successful entrant.

55To see this, note thatY q
j is the only element in (10) varying across quality segments and destinations. Indeed,

taking the ratio of (10) for high and low quality we obtaiñϕH
ij /ϕ̃L

ij = (Y L
j /Y H

j )(σ−1)/λ.
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market for low (high) quality, the productivity threshold is lower and revenues are higher in the low

(high) quality segment upon entry. For instance, in certainpoor destinations, it may be possible

that entry is only profitable in the high-quality segment –ifthe country is highly unequal, with a

very small middle class.56

The fact that productivity thresholds vary across quality segments, implies that aggregate qual-

ity content of exports may vary with trade liberalization differently depending on the income dis-

tribution of the liberalizing country. For instance, if a country with a relatively large low-quality

local market liberalizes (such as China), then the quality of a nation’s exports may decline. In

contrast, if liberalization experienced in countries withrelatively large high-quality markets –such

as Japan– may improve the average quality of exports.

I end this section by briefly discussing how the implicationsof the model for firm entry across

quality segments and destinations differ from the previousliterature. In the model, the relative at-

tractiveness of each quality segment across destinations is directly related to the size of the relevant

quality market. This feature is a direct consequence of introducing non-homothetic preferences

and heterogeneous consumers’ income in an otherwise, standard model of trade with heteroge-

neous firms. In contrast to my theory, in alternative qualitymodels with homothetic preferences

and representative consumers, quality is only driven by theaggregate values of per capita income

and market size, but not by the distribution of income (see models based in the quality interpre-

tation of Melitz, 2003, such asBaldwin and Harrigan, 2011; andKugler and Verhoogen, 2012).

Thus, the income distribution channel may help to account why idiosyncratic demand shocks play

an important role in determining export outcomes (seeEaton, Kortum, and Kramarz, 2011). In the

next section I study in detail the predictions of the model with respect to the characteristics of the

importing countries, and discuss the main differences withthe preceding literature.

5 Importers Characteristics and Product Quality

In this section I present the model’s predictions regardingfirms’s quality decisions across desti-

nation countries. I first discuss the role of importing countries’ size and per capita income on the

revenues and profits of firms producing differentiated varieties. I then turn the attention to the role

the income distribution of the destination countries on within-firm quality patterns.

To derive these predictions, I make the following distributional assumption on countries’ in-

56These conclusions, of course, may need to be qualified if markups are allowed to vary endogenously as inMelitz
and Ottaviano(2008). In such case, markups decrease as the size of the local quality markets increases. A similar
conclusion may be achieved if the instead of imposing homogeneous fixed entry costs across quality segments, I
assume that fixed costs reflect marketing costs resulting from the need of contacting local customers as inArkolakis
(2010).
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come distribution:

Assumption 1. Individual endowments are drawn from a Pareto distributionwith shape parameter

αj > 1, and distributed over[xj ,∞) according to the c.d.f.

P (y < Y ) ≡ Hj(y) = 1 −
(

xj

y

)αj

(11)

Assumption1 allows me to study in an analytically convenient way the impact of income

inequality on quality patterns. As discussed inCowell (2011), an attractive feature of the Pareto

distribution is that its parameters can be mapped in a straightforward way to per capita income

and to different measures of income inequality. Thus, the effect of income per capital and income

dispersion on product quality can simply be studied by deriving comparative statistics with respect

to the location (xj) and shape (αj) characterizing the Pareto distribution. For instance, consider

the income meanφj, which is equal toφj ≡ Ej [y] =
αj

(αj−1)
xj . Thus, for a given value of the

shape parameterαj , the average income across countries reflects variation in the location parameter

xj . Similarly, it can be shown that the shape parameterαj , which controls the dispersion of the

distribution, is inversely related to a wide array of incomeinequality measures.57 While in this

section I use these properties for deriving comparative statistics, later in the empirical section I use

these properties to estimate the parameters(αj, xj) using per capita income and the Gini index – a

measure of income inequality – for a sample of 104 countries.58

5.1 Country Size

I first study the relationship between country size, firm’s revenues, and within-firm quality allo-

cation. Intuitively, market size operates through two opposing channels. First, it increases profits

because the markup over marginal cost is earned over more consumers. Second, there is a general

equilibrium effect that tends to decrease firm’s profits: a larger market size implies a larger number

of firms and a lower aggregate price, which reduces demand conditional on productivity. In the

following proposition I show that the first effect dominates, implying that sales and profits increase

with market size.

57Lower values ofαj are related to a more disperse income distribution. See section 4.3 inCowell (2011) for a
good summary of the correspondence between Pareto’s shape parameter and commonly used measures of inequality,
such as the Gini index, Theil index, or Atkison index.

58Despite recent criticism, the Pareto distribution has historically proved to be a good approximation of the upper
tail of the income distribution (for recent evidence for Gemany, United States and United Kingdom, seeClementi and
Gallegati, 2005). Given that the mechanism of this paper relies on the density of relatively rich consumers –the poorest
individuals does not consume differentiated goods–, usingthis distribution in the current setting is less problematic
than in other contexts.
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Proposition 1. Consider two countriesj and k identical in all aspects but size. If countryj is

larger thank (Nj > Nk), and the relative price gap between high- and low-quality (P H
j /P L

j ) is

larger than a constantχ > 1, firm’s revenues and profits are higher in destinationj for all quality

segments.

Proof. See appendix.

Since the probability of starting to export to a given country depends on whether firms can

make enough variable profits to cover the fixed entry costs, proposition1 implies that export entry

is relatively more profitable in larger countries. To gain intuition on this result, assume for the

moment that the income thresholds are fixed and do not vary with country size (the proposition

is solved considering the endogeneous response of income thresholds induced by the change in

prices). Since the shape of the income distribution does notchange with country sizeNj , the in-

crease in market size is proportionally translated into more consumers for both quality segments,

which increases demand and entry gains, just as inMelitz (2003).59 This conclusion holds as well

when the effect of market size on income thresholds is considered. In larger markets – ceteris

paribus – aggregate prices and income thresholds are lower,which reinforces the mechanism ex-

plained above. Thus, in larger markets the mass of customersconsuming highand low quality

products is larger, and as a consequence, revenues and profits are higher.

5.2 Per Capita Income

After establishing the effect of country size on profits and firm entry, the next step is to find the ef-

fect of average income on the within-firm quality allocationacross destinations. Per capita income

can increase either because the dispersion increases (higherαj), or if – conditional on a given dis-

persion – the entire distribution shifts towards higher values of income (higherxj). Since I want

to separately study the effect of per capita income and income dispersion, in this section I identify

changes in per capita income with changes inxj for given values ofαj. Under this assumption,

a given percentage change in the location parameter (x̃j = ∆xj/xj) is exactly translated into a

proportional change in per capita income:x̃j = φ̃j.

When income is distributed Pareto, the fraction of customers buying high and low quality is

59Note that the validity of proposition1 may change if markups are affected negatively by country size as inMelitz
and Ottaviano(2008).
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given by:

Y H
j = αj

∫ ∞

yH
j

x
αj

j

yαj+1
dy =

(

xj

yH
j

)αj

(12)

Y L
j = αj

∫ yH
j

yL
j

x
αj

j

yαj+1
dy = (xj)

αj

[

1

(yL
j )αj

− 1

(yH
j )αj

]

(13)

As can be seen, the first order effect – ignoring the effect on income thresholds – of an increase in

xj is to increase both the mass of consumers buying high and low quality. On one side, consumers

that previously were consuming just the homogeneous good, begin purchasing the low-quality

differentiated composite as they get richer. On the other side, middle-income consumers switch

from consuming low- to high-quality. Although in general, it may be possible a reduction of

the mass of consumers purchasing low-quality goods, the shape of the Pareto distribution ensures

that the mass of marginal consumers that start consuming lowquality is larger than the mass

switching from low to high-quality, so that revenues in both, high and low-quality segments are

higher in richer countries. This also increases the exporting probability, through a reduction in the

productivity thresholds.

I formalize the previous discussion in the following proposition:

Proposition 2. Consider two countriesj andk identical in all aspects but per capita income. For

a givenαj, if per capita income is higher in countryj than ink (xj > xk), andP H
j /P L

j > χ > 1,

firm’s revenues and profits are higher in destinationj for all quality segments.

Proof. See Appendix.

In words, proposition2 suggest that firms have higher incentive to export both high-and low-

quality goods to rich countries, because revenues are higher in these countries. Since variable vari-

able profits increase monotonically with revenues with CES demands, the probability of exporting

to richer countries is higher, because the productivity thresholds for entering to these countries are

lower..

5.3 Income Dispersion

In doing this I make use of the following intermediate lemma.

Lemma 1. Consider two countriesj andk identical in all aspects but income distribution. If their

distributions are such that the relative mass of individuals consuming high quality is higher in

countryj (Y H
j /Y L

j > Y H
k /Y L

k ), then firm profits in the high-quality segment are relatively higher
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in countryj than in countryk, and the relative productivity threshold for high quality in countryj

is lower than in countryk.

Proof. See Appendix

Lemma1 can be seen as an extension of proposition1, and states that firm profits in a given

quality segment are relatively higher in countries where there are relatively more consumers de-

manding products of that quality. The lemma also implies that export entry to the high- (low-)

quality segment is more likely in countries where there are relatively more individuals consuming

high (low) quality. Although straightforward, this lemma allows me to save an important amount

of algebraic derivations and to focus on the intuition behind the results that follow.

Finally, proposition3 summarizes the effect of income inequality on the within-firm quality

composition of exports across destinations:

Proposition 3. Consider two countriesj andk identical in all aspects but income distribution. If

countryj has higher income inequality thank (αj < αk), (i) the ratio of firm profits in the high-

quality segment relative to the low-quality segment is higher in countryj than ink, (ii) the relative

productivity threshold for high quality in countryj is lower than in countryk, and (iii) the intensity

of the effect described in (i) is inversely proportional to the level of income of the countries.

Proof. See Appendix

Proposition3 is the main result of this paper and establishes that in countries with high income

inequality firms’ entry is easier into the high-quality segment. Interestingly, the proposition pre-

dicts that the effect of income inequality is nonlinear: in relatively poor countries, firms’ incentives

to ship high-quality varieties are higher because in these countries firm entry is less likely in all

quality segments (see proposition2).

Although proposition3 is established for the particular case of Pareto distribution of income,

the underlying mechanism is general and can be applied to generic distributions. The result in

proposition3 is driven by the fact that when income dispersion increases,a fraction of the pop-

ulation that was originally consuming low quality can now afford high quality under the new

distribution. This implies that the market share captured by high-quality products increases with

inequality, while the market share of low-quality productsdecreases with inequality. Thus, the rel-

ative profits of high quality increases, which incentivizesfirm entry into the high-quality segment

relative to low quality.
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5.4 Sensitivity to Alternative Assumptions

A related question raised by propositions1 and 2 is whether the effect of size and per capita

income is stronger in the high- or low-quality segment. In general, if there are no differences

in the elasticity of substitution of high and low-quality varieties, revenues increase in the same

proportion in both quality segment with destination country’s size and income. However, when

the elasticity of substitution is lower in the high quality segment, (i) the mass of consumers tend

to increase relatively more in the high quality segment, but(ii) aggregate prices fall by more in the

high-quality segment (through higher firm entry into that segment). Thus, the aggregate effect is

undetermined.

6 Empirics

In this section I return to the data and describe the empirical strategy I follow to test the predictions

of the model presented in the previous section. I first describe the different proxies for quality

and the measures of income inequality. Later, I discuss the main specifications and identification

assumptions of the empirical results. Finally, I discuss the strategy for testing the main predictions

of the model in the data.

6.1 Income Distribution

The main empirical prediction of the model relates to the allocation of quality across destina-

tions, and the density of consumers that can afford each quality. According to the model, within

countries, very poor individuals consume none of the differentiated good, middle-income individ-

uals consume low-quality varieties, and relatively rich individuals consume high-quality varieties.

The proportion of consumers in each quality category may be proxied with available measures

of income inequality. However, it is unclear whether such measures capture the variation that is

consistent with the main mechanism of the model. For instance, one of the most popular measures

of income inequality, the Gini coefficient, is known for assigning low weight to observations in

the tail of the distributions (seeCowell and Victoria-Feser, 1996). Since the mechanism of the

model relies on the relative share of rich consumers, the Gini coefficient will likely be a poor

approximation of the relevant cross-country variation of income inequality.

The first step for deriving the share of the population consuming high and low quality is to

estimate the income distribution of the countries importing Chilean wine. Instead of trying to find

the best functional for each country, I fix the distribution for all countries and calibrate it to the data
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to find the values of the parameters that better characterizeincome distribution in each country.60

The Pareto distribution is the theoretically consistent distribution with my model. However, there

is extensive evidence suggesting that this distribution isonly a good description of the upper tail

of the income distribution. For that reason, I use the lognormal distribution as the benchmark in

my empirical analysis and use the Pareto distribution as a robustness check only. Although the

lognormal distribution is a poorer approximation than Pareto for describing the density of very

rich consumers, it has a better overall fit to the entire income distribution.

An attractive feature of the Pareto and lognormal distributions is that they allow for describing

in a parsimonious way the distribution of income. Indeed, each distribution is characterized by only

two parameters: shape (αj) and location (xj), in the case of Pareto, and mean (µj) and standard

deviation in the case of the lognormal distribution. Moreover, these parameters can easily be

recovered using information of per capita income (ŷj) and the Gini index (Λj) of each countryj as

[ Pareto ] : αj =
1 + Λj

2Λj

and xj =

[

1 − 1

αj

]

ŷj (14)

[ lognormal ] : σj =
√

2Φ−1

(

1 + Λj

2

)

and µj = ln ŷj −
1

2
σj (15)

whereΦ−1(·) denotes the inverse cumulative standard normal distribution function (seeAichi-

son and Brown, 1996; Chotikapanich et al., 1997; Cowell, 2011). To compute the four parameters

in (14) and (15), I use per capita income for the year 2005 from the Penn WorldTables (version

7.1), and the Gini index from the World Development Indicators for the most proximate year to

2005 available.61 The resulting parameters are shown in TableA.3 in AppendixD for a total of

104 countries with information available for both Gini and per capita income. As expected, the

Gini coefficient is highly correlated withαj andσj , while per capita income is highly correlated

with xj andµj.

Once the income distribution for each country is estimated,the second elements needed are

the income thresholds (3) that divide overall population into rich and poor consumers from the

view of wine consumption. In doing this, I make two simplifying assumptions. First, although the

theoretical model suggests that the income thresholds are country-specific, for the empirical results

I assume that these thresholds are common to all countries. Second, the model suggests that income

perfectly splits the population into consumers of high- andlow-quality wine. However, in reality

60A more accurate analysis would require individual- or household-level data. Unfortunately, such data is only
available for a few countries, making the estimation of income distributions for a large number of countries unfeasible.

61The Gini index is collected and kindly shared byCrozet et al.(2012).
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such separation is not observed: even extremely rich individuals buy a 10-dollar (or cheaper) bottle

of wine every once in a while. In the empirical setting, I ignore this possibility and assume instead

that income splits population into high- and low-quality wine consumers.

To define the income thresholds, I use the Diary Survey from the 2005 U.S. Consumer Expen-

diture Survey. This dataset provides information on all daily household purchases – recorded over

two weeks – of frequently purchased items, such as food and beverages, and households demo-

graphics. The survey has a separate category for wine consumption, and provides information on

the cost of the items purchased every week. In addition, the survey collects information on annual

income and household size. This allows me first to calculate the average per capita income of each

household, and second, to analyze the income distribution of consumers according to the price

they pay for wine. In deriving the thresholds I make two arbitrary choices. First, I define as low-

quality wine all purchases priced less than 12 dollars, and as high-quality wine purchases priced

20 dollars or more. I intentionally exclude wine priced between 12 and 20 dollars to allow for

sharper differences in quality. Second, I define the low-quality income threshold to be equal to the

10th percentile of the income distribution of low-quality wine, and the high-quality income thresh-

old to be equal to the median of the income distribution of consumers buying high-quality wine.

The reason for using the median of the income distribution for the case of the high-quality thresh-

old lies in the fact that there is a substantial overlap in theincome distribution of both qualities.

Since purchases of expensive wines from poor consumers might reflect occasional consumption of

high quality as well as other factors, the median income may be more representative of the group

consuming high-quality wine on a permanent basis.

As Table6 shows, the value of the low- and high-quality income thresholds are US$9,664

and US$40,164 respectively. Finally, I combine these thresholds with the estimated Pareto and

lognormal distributions for each country to derive the fraction of consumers buying high- and

low-quality goods.

6.2 Empirical Specification

The main predictions of the model relate country variables to the profitability of each quality

segment, and ultimately to the probability of exporting high or low quality to a given destination,

through their effect on the productivity thresholds. However, mapping the main implications of the

model to the data is difficult, because wineries produce multiple varieties of different qualities and

attributes, while in the model firms produce at most one variety of each quality. In this section I

explain how I deal with this issue, and present the main specifications used in the empirical results.

The first challenge in the data is to identify high- and low-quality varieties. As I explain in

section3.3, the two main quality indicators I use in this paper are the average price of each brand,
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and the self-reported quality appellations labeled on winebottles. For the first case, I consider

high-quality all wine brands with a retail price of over US$12.62 For mapping this value to F.O.B

prices per liters, I assume that the winery’s price is one-third of the retail wine price.63 This implies

an FOB price of of US$48 for a case of 12 bottles of 750 c.c. For the second case, with quality

defined according to quality appellations on the bottle, I define as high-quality wine the categories

"Premium" and "Grand Reserve," and as low-quality "Reserve" and "Varietal." Interestingly, Fig-

ure3 suggests that the average price of the Reserve category is just around the 48-dollar threshold

set above for defining high-quality wines according to theiraverage prices.

The model has implications for the relative quality composition of firms across destinations.

In the empirical part, I map this in terms of two categories ofoutcome variables. A first set

of variables comprises the aggregate exported physical volume (in liters of wine) of high- and

low-quality wine. The second set of variables exploits a different margin, comprising instead the

number of products of high- and low quality exported to each country by firm. In addition, for each

set of variables I consider a third specification with the share of high-quality volume or number of

high-quality products as outcome variables. I use this specification for testing the effect of country

variables on the relative quality composition of exports.

The main specification studies the effect of average income (Inc), size (Pop), and income in-

equality (Ineq) on the different measures of quality described above:

yfjt = β1 ln Incj + β2 ln Popj + β3Ineqj + β4(Ineqj · ln Incj) + β5 ln Distj

+β6 ln Remj + β7 ln Sharej + δXj + αft + εjft (16)

where the subindexesf , j, andt stand for firm, importing country, and year. In all regressions

I control for firm-year fixed effects. Thus, the regressions control for the effects of all attributes

specific to the firm, such as productivity, technology, and reputation. I proxy for the main explana-

tory variables – income, size and income inequality – using per capita (in real PPP U.S. dollars),

country total population (in millions), and the measures ofincome inequality presented in the pre-

vious section, respectively.64 The model predicts that country size and income level increase the

62Wines below this threshold correspond to "Everyday Wines" and "Popular Premium" wines according to the
classification performed byCholette and Castaldi(2005) for the U.S. wine industry in 2005 (see Table 6). However,
my main results remain qualitatively unchanged when considering US$10 and US$15 as alternative thresholds for
defining high- and low-quality wine.

63The evidence reported inJoseph(2012) andNowack(2007) for the United States and the United Kingdom suggest
that the margin is somewhere between one-half and one-fourth for a 10-dollar bottle. I consider the mid-point of this
range the benchmark for deriving my results.

64Per capita PPP Real GDP and population are taken from the PennWorld Tables (version 7.2).
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profitability of exporting to a given country, but relatively more for the high-quality segment. Ac-

cordingly, I expectβ1, β2 > 0 when the dependent variable is the physical volume of each quality

level, andβ1, β2 < 0 when the dependent variable is the ratio of high-quality volume to low-quality

volume. Regarding the effect of income inequality, proposition 3 predicts a positive relationship

between income inequality and relative within-firm quality, which is weaker for richer countries.

Thus, I expectβ3 > 0 andβ4 < 0 in the specification estimated with the share of high-quality

shipments or products as dependent variable.

In equation (16) I control for a number of additional variables. Although some of them have

no direct parallel with the theoretical model I included them for robustness. First, I proxy for

trade costs by including a variable that accounts for the distance from Santiago – the capital city of

Chile –, and a set of geographical categorical variables (represented by the vectorXj). Following

Baldwin and Harrigan(2011), instead of using the linear distance to each destination country, I

break distance down to bins. The reason for doing this is thatsince Chile is itself a remote country,

including a linear function of distance might not fully reflect the variation in access cost across

destinations. I also include several country-specific indicators of access cost used in the gravity

literature: categorical variables for common language with Chile (Spanish), whether the country is

contiguous to Chile (Argentina, Bolivia and Peru), and for landlocked countries. All geographical

variables are taken from the CEPII database. Finally, I use the Comtrade dataset to construct a

variable for the market share of Chilean wine exports over total wine imports of each destination

country (in millions of liters).

6.3 Results

Table7 shows the benchmark results for quality defined in terms of quality denominations, and

the share of rich and poor consumers derived from the lognormal distribution. Columns 1-3 use

physical volume as the dependent variable, while columns 4-6 replicate the analysis using the

number of products exported to each destination.

I first discuss the results for physical volume. Columns 1 and2 of Table7 show the correlation

between country variables and the logarithm of total firm exports of high- and low-quality wines.

Results in rows 1 and 2 suggest that in richer and larger countries, both high- and low-quality vari-

eties are exported more intensively. Consistent with the model, the ratio of rich to poor consumers

only matters for the level of exports of high-quality varieties (row 3). While I do not derive a

formal proposition for non-linear effects of consumer composition according to income level, row

4 in column 1 suggests that the proportion of rich consumers increases shipments of high-quality

products only in relatively poor countries.

Column 3 of Table7 explores the correlation between income, size, and the composition of
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consumers in the quality composition of exports. Results inthis column support the predictions

presented in section4. First, although small, the effect of average income and size on the share of

high-quality exports is negative (rows 1 and 2), implying that in richer and larger countries wineries

export a larger volume of low-quality wines. Second, a higher composition of rich consumers

increases the relative shipments of high-quality wines (row 3), and consistent with proposition3,

this effect tends to be weaker for richer countries (row 4). The results suggest that the effect of a

higher proportion of rich consumers is only significant for middle- and low-income countries: the

effect is statistically significant (at the 95% level) only for countries with per capita income below

US$22,000. This income level roughly corresponds to the percapita income of Slovenia.

Columns 4-6 replicate the analysis above, using the number of high- and low-quality products

exported to each destination as the dependent variables. Ingeneral, the effects are qualitatively

similar to the case where physical volume is used as the dependent variable. First, firms ship

more high- and low-quality products to richer and larger countries (columns 4 and 5). Second,

in countries with relatively more rich consumers, firms shiprelatively more high-quality products

(column 6). However, in contrast with the case where physical volume was used as the dependent

variable (column 3), the share of low-quality products doesnot seem to be higher in richer or larger

countries. This suggests that income and country size affect the quality composition of exports in

the extensive margin (exported units), but does not lead firms to introduce relatively more low-

quality products.

Alternative Quality Measures and Measures of Relative Distribution

Tables8 and9 explore the robustness of the result when quality is defined in terms of the average

product price, and when a Pareto distribution is used to derive the fraction of individuals consuming

high- and low-quality products. A comparison of these tables to the results in Table7 reveals a

robust relationship between the ratio of individuals consuming high quality and the importance

of high quality in total exports and number of products. Importantly, all specifications suggest

a nonlinear effect between exports’ quality composition and the share of individuals consuming

products.65 The effect of income and size is also robust across tables, suggesting that firms tend

to export more units and products to richer and larger countries. However, in contrast to the

benchmark case, results in Tables8 and9 do not support the prediction for average income and

country size with the share of high-quality products. In most of the cases, the coefficients are

65The main difference from Table7 is that the income threshold for statistically significant effects is lower in these
tables. When average price is used to define product quality (Table8), the threshold falls to about US$16,000, while the
results using Pareto distribution suggest that the effect is only observed in very poor countries. At the 90% confidence
level, the threshold in the case of Pareto distribution is estimated to be equal to US$5,800, which roughly corresponds
to the per capita income of Peru and Ecuador in 2005.
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insignificant, or even positive.

7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper I study the main implications of including consumer’-side heterogeneity in a model of

product quality. I start by documenting that within firms, low-priced varieties account for most of

firms’ revenues. This fact is inconsistent with quality extensions of models in the spirit ofMelitz

(2003), and motivates my model, where consumers’ income is the main source of heterogeneity.

The model features quality sorting of consumers across their income levels. This implies that

the demand for each level of quality depends on the mass of individuals that value the particular

quality level and can afford it, which is ultimately determined by the income distribution of each

country. The model predicts that in countries with a smallermiddle class, firms tend to skew

their exports towards products of higher quality. Interestingly, this effect is nonlinear and depends

on the average income of the country, being relatively stronger in countries with lower average

income. The model also has implications for the effect of country size and average income on

firms’ quality patterns. According to the model, the profitability of exporting any product increases

with country size and average income, but the effect is relatively stronger for low-quality varieties.

This suggests that firms’ export bundle to richer and larger countries contains relatively more low-

quality varieties.

To illustrate the main implications of the model, I use a unique dataset from the Chilean wine

industry. The dataset contains detailed information on theattributes of each exported wine variety,

and allows me to define quality measures in a more accurate waythan the previous literature has.

The data gives strong support to the main predictions of the model. I document three main find-

ings. First, firms export higher volume and more products to larger and richer countries. However,

in relative terms, firms tend to skew their exports towards low-quality products. This is consistent

with the idea that when income distribution is positively skewed, an increase in the size or aver-

age income increases relatively more for the fraction of middle-income consumers than for rich

consumer. Second, firm-level exports of high-quality products are relatively higher in volume in

countries with a smaller middle class. Third, consistent with the main prediction of the model, I

find the effect of income distribution to be quantitatively relevant only for middle- and low-income

countries. I estimate a threshold income of about US$22,000-roughly the income level of Slovenia

in the year 2005-below which the effect is quantitatively important.

In sum, my results suggest that countries’ income distribution matters for understanding the

quality composition of firms’ exports. Contrary to the previous literature, my results suggest that

firms exploit business opportunities in relatively poor countries by concentrating their exports in
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the high-quality segments. This result has so far passed under the radar of the literature studying

quality patterns of trade, and suggests the existence of welfare gains not studied until now.
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Figure 1: Chilean FOB Exports Value by Importing Country (inUS$ millions, average 2005-2010)

Notes: The Figure shows the average FOB value of bottled Chilean wine exports (HS code 2204.21) to each country
over the period 2005-2010. All values are in current U.S. dollars. Countries are shaded to illustrate their import
intensity of Chilean wine: darker (lighter) territories import more (less) Chilean wine. The data is from the Chilean
Custom Service and provided by Intelvid. See section3.2for a more detailed description of the data
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Figure 2: Empirical C.D.F. of Destinations by Firms and Varieties (2007)

Notes: The figure plots the empirical cumulative distribution function across destinations served by firms overall and
with each particular product. Products are defined in terms of the brand name printed in the label of each bottle. The
underlying data corresponds to the universe of firms producing bottled wine in containers of less than 2,000 c.c. with
brand information for the year 2007. Results are qualitatively similar if any other year is used.
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Figure 3: Mean FOB Price by Quality Category (in US$/ 9 litersbox, average 2005-2010)

Notes: The Figure shows the average FOB price (US$ by 9 liter box) byquality categories for the period 2005-2010.
The height of each bar is the unweighted average price for each category, the whiskers show +/-1 standard deviation
from the mean, and the green dots show the 5th and 95th percentiles. The numbers under each quality category
represents the average share of each quality category in total export revenues. For background on the definition of
each quality category, see section3.3
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TABLES

Table 1: Chilean Wine FOB Exports

FOB value (in US$ million) Bottled Wine (Value)

Year Bottled Bulk Sparkling Other Total % Total % Comtrade

2005 750.6 108.9 3.8 21.2 884.5 84.9 99.5

2006 830.6 106.5 4.5 21.5 963.1 86.2 99.0

2007 1,088.0 127.1 5.8 40.7 1,261.5 86.2 99.8

2008 1,168.0 144.1 9.9 60.7 1,382.7 84.5 99.5

2009 1,146.0 174.6 9.6 58.1 1,388.3 82.5 99.6

2010 1,281.6 204.0 13.0 56.6 1,555.2 82.4 99.9

Average 1,044.1 144.2 7.8 43.1 1,239.2 84.3 99.6

Notes: The table displays the total free-on-board (FOB) value of Chilean wine exports for the
period 2005-2010. Column 2-5 decompose total exports in bottled, bulk, sparkling, and other
categories of wine (in box and bag, and made from pulp of fruit). Column 7 computes the ratio
of bottled wine value (column 2) to total wine export value (column 6). Column 8 computes the
ratio of bottled wine in my sample with official statistics from COMTRADE.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics, Varieties, and Destinations by Firms and Varieties (2007)

Mean St.Dev. Min 25th Pctile Median 75th Pctile Max

# of Varieties 7.2 7.1 1 3 5 23 40

# of Destinations by Firm 18.9 16.8 1 7 14 52 106

# of Destinations by Variety 11.0 14.1 1 3 6 14 102

Notes: Wine prices are expressed in U.S. dollars per 9 liters. For computing the residual prices shown in panel B
I run regressions with the logarithm of the FOB price agains aconstant and the set of fixed effects specified in the
corresponding row.
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Table 3: Log Price across Firms, Products and Destinations

Explanatory Power St.Dev.

Fixed Effects R2 Adj. R2 Residual

None 1% 1% .846

Destination (j) 5% 4% .828

Firm (i) 34% 34% .690

Destination×Firm (ij) 42% 36% .646

Firm×Variety (ki) 96% 96% .161

Notes: Results in columns 1-3 show the R2, adjusted R2 and
standard deviation of the residuals from a simple regression of
log prices at the variety-level against different sets of fixed ef-
fects to illustrate relevance of different margins:log Pkijt =
{Year FE}+ {Other FE}+ εkijt, where the subscripts (k, i, j, t)
denotes varieties, firms, destinations and years. Wine prices are
expressed in U.S. dollars per 9 liters. For computing the resid-
ual prices I run regressions with the logarithm of the FOB price
agains a constant and the set of fixed effects specified in the cor-
responding row.

Table 4: Distribution of Varieties by Sales and Price Rank

Sales Rank

Price Rank 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

1 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.8 7.3 9.0

2 0.4 1.2 0.8 1.0 5.5 9.0

3 0.6 1.1 1.1 1.4 4.7 9.0

4 0.8 2.1 0.6 1.0 4.6 9.0

5+ 6.9 4.4 5.9 4.8 42.1 64.1

Total 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 64.1 100.0

Notes: Table displays the joint distribution of Chilean wine brands by within-
firm sales and price rank. The top ranked product in each category is assigned a
rank equal to 1. See section3.2more details on the data description.
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Table 5: Distribution of Varieties by Sales and Quality Segment

Sales Rank

Price Rank 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

Premium 0.4 0.6 1.3 1.4 7.7 11.4

Grand Reserve 0.7 2.6 2.0 2.7 9.7 17.7

Reserve 4.0 3.7 2.6 2.7 11.4 24.4

Varietal 5.6 3.8 4.8 3.8 28.5 46.6

Total 10.7 10.7 10.7 10.7 57.3 100.0

Notes: Table displays the joint distribution of Chilean wine brands by within-firm sales
and quality segment. The top-ranked product in each category is assigned a rank equal
to 1. See section3.2more details on the data description.

Table 6: Estimated Income Thresholds

Parameter Value (in Annual US$)

Low Quality Income Threshold 9,664

High Quality Income Threshold 40,164

Notes: The Table displays the values for the estimated income
thresholds (3) (in current U.S. dollars) estimated from the U.S.
Consumer Expenditure Survey for the year 2005. The low quality
income threshold corresponds to the 10th percentile of the income
distribution of households reporting consumption of wine priced
10 dollars or less. The high quality income threshold corresponds
to the median of the income distribution of households reporting
consumption of wine priced 20 dollars or more.
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Table 7: Country Characteristics and Quality Allocation - Benchmark Results

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent log Physical Volume Share Number of Products Share

Variable: High Quality Low Quality High High Quality Low Quality High

log Per Capita RDGP .722*** .787*** -.009* .0826*** .113*** .0003

(.0408) (.0347) (.00552) (.0261) (.0256) (.006)

log Population .444*** .406*** -.003* .0824*** .0878*** .007***

(.0147) (.0122) (.00169) (.00776) (.0112) (.002)

Y H
j /Y L

j 15.77*** 3.379 1.664*** 14.03*** 15.78*** 2.389***

(Consumers’ Composition) (4.622) (4.431) (.542) (2.318) (3.320) (.595)

× log pc Income -1.467*** -.265 -.159*** -1.329*** -1.462*** -.229***

(.442) (.424) (.0512) (.220) (.316) (.0562)

Firm-Year FE X X X X X X

Geographical Variables X X X X X X

Obs. 6,856 9,253 10,882 10,882 10,882 10,882

R2 .432 .493 .685 .506 .485 .643

Notes: Regression output corresponds to the estimation of equation (16). The regressions are run at the firm-level,
and controls for firm-year fixed effects. The mass of high and low quality consumers (Y H

j andY L
j respectively),

are computed from Lognormal income distributions, which fitted for each destination country in the sample (see
section6.1). High-quality brand are defined in terms of their average price across destinations. Quality is defined
in terms of the quality denominations embedded in the wine’slabels. "Grand Reserve" and "Premium" categories
are defined as high-quality brands, while "Varietal" and "Reserve" are defined as low quality wines. Section3.3
provides further detail. Standard errors (clustered at thefirm-year level) in parentheses. Key: ** significant at 1%;
** 5%; * 10%.
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Table 8: Country Characteristics and Quality Allocation - Alternative Quality Measure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent log Physical Volume Share Number of Products Share

Variable: High Quality Low Quality High High Quality Low Quality High

log Per Capita RDGP .766*** .772*** .000586 .112*** .0829*** .00609

(.0390) (.0362) (.00499) (.0279) (.0235) (.00518)

log Population .447*** .400*** -.00227 .0996*** .0833*** .00383**

(.0143) (.0124) (.00171) (.00844) (.0102) (.00158)

Y H
j /Y L

j 4.989 3.251 1.690*** 15.77*** 15.40*** 2.332***

(Consumers’ Composition) (4.219) (4.611) (.573) (2.414) (3.174) (.579)

× log per capita Income -.427 -.255 -.166*** -1.496*** -1.414*** -.228***

(.402) (.441) (.0545) (.229) (.303) (.0550)

Firm-Year FE X X X X X X

Geographical Variables X X X X X X

Obs. 6,856 9,253 10,882 10,882 10,882 10,882

R2 .432 .493 .685 .506 .485 .643

Notes: Regression output corresponds to the estimation of equation (16). The regressions are run at the firm-level,
and controls for firm-year fixed effects The mass of high and low quality consumers (Y H

j andY L
j respectively),

are computed from Lognormal income distributions, which fitted for each destination country in the sample (see
section6.1). High-quality brand are defined in terms of their average price across destinations. The price threshold
in this Table is US$12 per bottle of 750 c.c, and is mapped to F.O.B prices assuming that one-third of the retail price
corresponds to the price received by the wineries. Section6 provides further detail. Standard errors (clustered at the
firm-year level) in parentheses. Key: ** significant at 1%; **5%; * 10%.
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Table 9: Country Characteristics and Quality Allocation - Pareto Distributions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent log Physical Volume Share Number of Products Share

Variable: High Quality Low Quality High High Quality Low Quality High

log Per Capita RDGP .909*** .943*** .00951 .306*** .348*** .0237***

(.0611) (.0532) (.00585) (.0380) (.0432) (.00616)

log Population .442*** .395*** -.00206 .0989*** .0808*** .00401**

(.0142) (.0124) (.00172) (.00849) (.0102) (.00159)

Y H
j /Y L

j 11.46*** 15.86*** .472 11.20*** 14.91*** 1.003**

(Consumers’ Composition) (3.804) (3.605) (.428) (2.000) (2.328) (.464)

× log per capita Income -1.060*** -1.474*** -.0558 -1.149*** -1.469*** -.112**

(.380) (.363) (.0427) (.197) (.234) (.0462)

Firm-Year FE X X X X X X

Geographical Variables X X X X X X

Obs. 7,611 8,666 11,119 11,119 11,119 11,119

R2 .457 .482 .731 .533 .510 .700

Notes: Regression output corresponds to the estimation of equation (16). The regressions are run at the firm-level,
and controls for firm-year fixed effects. The mass of high and low quality consumers (Y H

j andY L
j respectively),

are computed from Pareto income distributions, which fittedfor each destination country in the sample (see section
6.1). High-quality brand are defined in terms of their average price across destinations. Quality is defined in terms
of the quality denominations embedded in the wine’s labels."Grand Reserve" and "Premium" categories are defined
as high-quality brands, while "Varietal" and "Reserve" aredefined as low quality wines. Section?? provides further
detail. Standard errors (clustered at the firm-year level) in parentheses. Key: ** significant at 1%; ** 5%; * 10%.
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